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2. Introduction

The beaches of Kerala and the turtles that nest and visit are not acknowledged in the
way it deserves. The turtles in the offshore are also not acknowledged. The
anecdotes and stories and an occasional newspaper article were the story of the
turtles in Kerala. The Kolavippalam effort to protect turtle by the community based
and initiative "theeram " gave the turtle its long due space in the media and in the
conservation efforts of the Kerala Forest Department. The turtles in the coast and
sea are an untold story of the past, so is the richness of the traditions of the coast.
This study was in search of the harmony of turtles and the traditions and the changes
happened in the current times.
The attempt to come up with a tested education programme failed mainly due to the
communal conflicts that came up in the study area. The study could compile a whole
set of new details that will help the turtle conservation in future in terms of secondary
data.

A copy of the same has been given to the forest department officials and

fisheries people. We could get a malayalam booklet made on the turtle and biology of
the same. We have distributed this widely and hope to get responses from the people
in the coast with more details
The project has triggered more community awareness and hope that the coming
years will help to facilitate community based conservation efforts in more places in
the Kerala coast. The challenges from the fisher folk in the community meetings
have widened our understanding as well as the connect between the terrain of
wilderness and the society. We got opportunity to widen our understanding on
conflicts between

wants and the needs, today and sustainability, cynicism and

hope, responsibility and right, common an private and wisdom and fact
We want to be more hopeful about the coast, and the turtles bearing the flags for
biodiversity conservation in the coast lead by the community and based in the
community.
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3. Methodology
The work involved primary and secondary data collection. All Libraries in
Trivandrum, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute (CMFRI) Vizhinjam
station, Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute Kozhikode Station,
Central Marine Fisheries Research Institute Kochi, Kerala Forrest Research
Institute Thrissur, Kerala Agricultural university, Zoological Survey of India
Kozhikode,

State

Archives,

Programme

for

Community

Organisation

Thiruvananthapuram, MICTRA Kozhikode and all known research Institutes
that deal with Oceans and coast was visited for secondary data collection
and to talk to the researchers for guidance. This was followed by a survey,
direct observations, interactions, interviews, discussions, surveys of fish
catch, visits to markets and landings and interactions with community
especially the fishermen.
A dossier on the marine turtles was compiled

trade records, state

manuals, travelogues, revenue records, journals, scientific reports and
publications and such other sources were

referred and the informations

related to turtles on Kerala was compiled as a dossier.

The general

information was also added during tyeh revision as the wildlife department
while discussion mentioned that could help them if all details are put
together.
The peoples planing and other plan documents available from the coastal
panchayaths were collected for review.
An education programme was formulated with an objective of sensitising
the fishermen and the coastal community. Classes and programmes
organised at various locations as part of the survey. The intensive
programme was planned at Ponnani was changed as there was Sea wall and
the turtle visits have come down dras tically in the last one year. The youth
club at Marad and one volunteer who did the survey helped us to develop a
programme at the Kozhikode beach it was an interesting programme
especially due to the challenge from the local fishermen who insisted in the
public meetings to prove the worth of the turtle against the dying sea. The
communal conflicts forced us to abandon the programme and could not
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complete the activity and the same was an in complete work as part of the
programme. The plan to revive the same in Thiruvananthapuram was also
abandoned after two months as the conflicts were surfacing there also.
The consultation with wildlife and fisheries officials and the community
people was postponed but is being planned as a new programme with the
help of other NGOs and the departments in 2004.
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4. Objectives
Objectives:

1. To compile a dossier on the marine turtles of Kerala as benchmark
information.
2. To understand the skills and traditional practices of the fishermen
community in conservation of the marine turtles
3. To develop an education programme on marine turtle to sensitise the
community to take up turtle conservation programmes linking to protection
of the coastal biodiversity.
4. To find out the dependence of Fishermen on marine turtles for sustenance

Project plan:

1st to 4 th month

:

Literature survey, Reference work in libraries
and archives developing questionnaire and
field visits to select the sites for intensive
observations.

5th to 17th d month

:

Field survey and Observations, Interactions
with Community, Market survey, Questionnaire
Survey and Interview
Documentation of traditional practices and skills
Developing the framework of education
programme and field trial .

18th month

:

Data analysis, review of findings, interactions
with community leaders and organisations,
discussions on the findings with wildlife and
fisheries Officials and Report writing.
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5. Turtles and beaches the Kerala Coast survey results
The Kerala Coast
Kerala has a 590 km long coastal belt rich in biodiversity with a
relatively narrow beach, broken at many places by rocks, sea walls, inlets
and backwaters. The sea walls alone cover a total length of over 420 km. In
most beaches, especially in the South after Ernakulam, the beaches are well
populated with people living right on the coast. While the whole coast was
covered in the study, this chapter enlists those beaches, which have reported
the arrival of turtles for nesting.

The study has assessed the viability of the

beach for turtle conservation, and identified the threats for turtle survival.
Some of the beaches described have very poor turtle arrival, especially
towards the south of the State, but the local community’s practices and
attitude towards turtle have been a threatening factor, so they have also
been enlisted. Many beaches surveyed were left out of this list because the
beaches have become areas of intense activity or blocked by seawall.

Each

of these beaches has its own specific problems and needs specific responses
from the side of the manager but the study has found very high potential for
saving turtle nests and turtles in these beaches in the State.
The survey started from North Kerala and came down South. The
listing is hence done district wise, and in order from North to South.
5.1KASARAGOD DISTRICT
Thalappady – Someswar Beach
It’s the border of Kerala and Karnataka States. In between these beaches the
Thalappady River joins the sea. Both beaches are devoid of sea walls. The
beaches are narrow and bordered with casuarina trees. Pendanus are also
seen near the beach. Here there are no fish landings. Fishing activity is
mostly concentrated on the Kanwatheertha beach, south of this beach. The
villagers said that plenty of turtles used to nest there, 10 years ago. But in
recent years there isn’t much nesting. According to villagers, they haven’t
seen any turtle nests in the recent past. Normally the fishermen don’t take
the eggs of turtles or capture them.
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Kanwatheertha Beach
Kanwatheertha beach is situated in between Thalapady and Manjeswar
beaches. This beach has the Thalapady river mouth to its north and
Manjeswar river mouth to its south. It is more or less a narrow beach with
out sea wall. Here the beach has erosion threat, aggravated by the intense
mining of the foreshore sand for construction purpose mostly by the local
people. This beach has a small fish-landing center. Turtles come to this
shore mainly where human activity is less. Here the fishermen do not bothe r
about the arrival of turtles. They neither take their eggs nor do they capture
them. The fishermen say that they have seen hatchlings going back to the
sea. If turtles get entangled in their nets during fishing, they let it off back to
the sea.
Manjewaram Beach
The northern area of this beach is covered by sea wall, while its south by
expanded rocks. So beaches are very narrow at some places. It is a major
fish landing centre in North Kerala. Manjeswaram river joins the sea in this
beach. It makes a beautiful inlet (Azhimugam) but now this inlet and the
river has been subjected to a major damage by an Aqua Culture Farm
Project of Malabar Aqua Farms Ltd. Inspite of this, there are some
uninhibited stretches in the northern and southern part of this beach.
Turtles nest there regularly. The fishermen do not bother about the turtles.
They don’t take the eggs of turtles nor do they capture them. Manjeswaram
beach is heavily crowded beach with a large fishing village, fishing vessels
and activity.
Uppala Beach
Uppala beach is located south of Manjeswar beach. This beach is
considerably wide and many places are slightly sloped towards the sea.
Uppala beach is devoid of sea walls and is bordered by casuarinas and
pendanus. This beach have a small fish landing ce ntre. Turtles are reported
here, though in small numbers. Here people relish turtle eggs, so they take
the eggs if they see the nests. Last year too, one of them who were
interviewed had taken the eggs. They easily discover the nest by the crawl
signs of turtles on the beaches. One fisherman reported that last year 5-6
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carcasses of turtles were seen on the beach, but these are quite common, he
added.
Shiria Beach
Shiria beach lies just south of Uppala Beach. Shiria River is flowing almost
parallel to the beach hence the beach is very narrow. The river joins the sea
at Kumbla, way south of this beach. About 1 km stretch of this beach has
sea wall, but the beach is still present. There is no fish landing in this beach.
The fishermen occasionally see turtles here because the place is less
inhabited. But if the fishermen happen to see the nest they collect the eggs
for their own consumption.
Muttam-Bengara Beach
This beach is located south of Shiria beach. This Beach is devoid of sea wall
and any type of major fish landing. There is a thodu (stream) known as
Muttam thodu flowing almost parallel to the beach. On monsoon the thodu
makes a temporary inlet with the sea. Turtles are seen regularly here by the
fishermen. They also take the eggs if they notice the nest of turtles.
Berikka-Parakkatta Beaches
This beach lies south of the Bengara Beach. In Berikka, there is about 1km
length of sea wall, but there is no seawall in Parakkatta beach. These two
beaches lack any type of fishing activity. Turtles nest here, though in small
numbers. Fishermen see the turtles very rarely. Normally fishermen do not
collect the eggs, though there are exceptions. They do not capture turtles,
and even if it is gets entangled in the nets they release it back to the sea.
Koipady Beach
Koipady beach is situated south of Parakkatta beach. This beach consists a
long stretch of area having sea wall and a fish landing centre. Just north of
this place, is Arikkadi, where there is no sea wall and turtles frequently
come here for nesting. The Shiria river makes an inlet in this beach. The
Koipady beach is threatened by erosion. Turtle egg is liked in these parts
and is collected for consumption. During the turtle nesting season, people
search for nests for collecting the eggs. This starts after November. Here the
turtle mortality is mainly due to poaching of eggs by the community people.
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They do not capture turtles and even if it is get entangled in nets they
release it back in to the sea. The fishermen are traditional and many of them
are illiterate.
Kavugoly beach
This beach is on the south of Koipady beach. On the eastern side of the
beach, a small stream is flowing. It is about 20 – 25 m away from the beach.
The beach is wide, with minimum disturbances. Turtle nesting has been
reporte d from this beach. If the fishermen see the nest, they take the eggs.
They also reported seeing hatchlings leaving from their nest towards the sea.
Nellikunnu (Adakathuvayal) – Kasaba Beach
These two beaches are situated close to the Kasaragod town. Both beaches
are more or less straight and wide and devoid of sea wall except in a stretch
of one kilometer north of Nellikkunnu beach. This beach is crowded with
fishing vessels. South of this beach the Chandragiri river makes an inlet
with the sea. Here wide beaches are present and they are sparsely inhabited.
Turtles nest through out this beach and fishermen collect eggs for
consumption. In addition to that, turtle eggs are also sold in the Kasaragod
market.
Kizhoor Beach
Kizhoor beach lies just south of Chandragiri Puzha. It is a wide beach with a
minor fish landing centre. This beach has a sea wall which extends up to
Chembarikka south of Kizhoor beach. The beach is bordered with coconut
trees. Beach is almost calm and sparsely populated. Turtles have been sited
in the north near the Chandragiri river mouth where wide beaches are
present. If people see turtle nest, they collect the eggs for consumption. Eggs
are available in the markets also, though the sales are done discreetly.
Chembarikka – Odoth beaches
These two beaches do not have any major fishing activities. In Chembarikka
beach, there is a large rock protruding into the sea. Large scale sand mining
is a major activity. One can see huge loads of sand being transported. The
beach from Chembarikka to Odoth is considerably wide, devoid of sea wall,
bordered with coconut trees, casuarinas plants, canophillum enophillum etc.
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Nearer to Odoth, the beach is calm and is devoid of any type of disturbances
except sand mining by local women in some area. Odoth is the place where
turtles arrival has been definitely confirmed because according to one of the
women who was interviewed, they collect a large number of turtle eggs
during the season in the early mornings when they come to mine the sand.
They look for fresh crawls of turtles on beaches, dig up the nests and collect
the eggs. One woman recollected that in her younger days her father used to
bring turtles from sea, which they would tie to a tree. In those days they
used to eat the turtle’s meat regularly. Now they have stopped eating turtle
meat because all of them know that it is a criminal offence. Now, they don’t
capture turtles, but only consume the eggs.
Kottikulam-Bekalam Beaches
These two beaches are situated south of Odoth beach. Kottikulam is a well
populated beach with fishermen and fishing vessels. It is also a major fish
landing centre. Just north of this beach, rocks can be seen protruding to the
sea. Sea wall is present in these beaches but wide beaches are present on
the south of these beaches. Turtles have been reported in these beaches.
They dig out the nest regularly for turtle eggs. Some of them consume the
eggs raw. But they do not capture turtles. The fishermen who were
interviewed said that they have seen hatchlings crawling towards sea.
Bekalam is also a small fish landing centre. Kasaragod-Kannur (NH) road is
lying very close to this beach. South of the Bakelam beach, the famous Bakel
Fort is situated. This is a major tourist place. Turtles have been reported
from this beaches also.Fishermen attitude towards turtle and eggs is same
like kottikulam beach.
Pallikkara Beach
This beach is south of the Bakel Fort and has a small fish landing center.
Here the fishermen are not native of the place. They are migrants from the
South of Kerala, mainly Trivandrum (Vizhinjam, Pulluvila). In Pallikkara area
the coast is mainly used for tobacco plant cultivation. The beaches are
relatively wide bordering with sea wall and sand dunes. Towards south, the
habitation is almost missing. In Pallikkara, there is very much demand for
turtle eggs and is sold at a high price. The native fishermen do not allow the
migrated fishermen to capture turtles. So the migrants also stopped eating
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turtle’s meat. As the population of migrant fishermen here is less, they
generally do not violate the practices prevalent in this coast. In this beach,
sometimes many carcasses of turtles are seen. Fishermen reported that in
the last 2 years, this has been a regular phenomenon. The number ranges
from 2 – 20 every season. 5 years before turtles nesting was very common
beach, but its number has been considerably reduced now.
Chitari-Ajanoor Beach
Aavikkal(Ajanoor) beach has a sea wall about 2 km in length. Both beaches
are fish landing centres. The beach is more or less wide and turtles nest
here, though their

number has come down considerably. Here also

collecting eggs for consumption is a regular practice. Turtles usually come
here to nest from November. If the turtles get entangled in their nets, the
fishermen release it back to the sea. Last year one carcass of a turtle was
found there. 5 – 10 years before turtles used to come here in large numbers.
The Chitari puzha makes an inlet with sea on this beach.
Bella - Hosdurg Beach
These two beaches lie near Kanjhangad. There is a major fish landing with
lots of fish markets. Up to Thaikadappuram, the place where Neleswaram
river makes an inlet with sea the beach is almost straight and many areas
lacks fishing and other human activities. So turtles comes freely and nest in
these beaches. The beach is devoid of sea walls. Turtles nest in these
beaches quite frequently after October but its number is decreasing
according to the fishermen. Sometimes fishermen collect the eggs of turtles.
Nesting of turtles used to be very frequent and large in number 10 years
before. Fishermen do not consume the meat of turtles; they release it back if
turtles get entangled in the nets.
Thai Kadappuram – Azhithala Beaches
This is the place where Nileswaram River makes an inlet with the sea. The
river mouth is very wide here. Azhithala beach is more or less devoid of
people and covered with casuarina and other wild plants . The beaches are
less inhabited. The fishermen don’t collect eggs or meat of turtles. Here the
people are more educated and know that the turtles are endangered species.
They do not bother about the nesting

of turtles.

People remember that
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years ago lots of turtles used to come here. Here most of the local
community catches fishes mainly from the river.
Mavila – Padanna beaches
It is located just south of the Nileswaram river mouth. These two beaches
are like an island surrounded by backwaters formed by the Nileswaram and
Kawai rivers. The beach has sea wall with frontal wide beaches. The beach is
not inhabited and is bordered with coconut plantations. There used to be a
minor fish landing place in Padanna beach. But this place has no activity
now as the fishing vessels have been sold out. The whole area is sparsely
populated. The beach is under the threat of erosion though the effective
beach area is very small. Here fishermen mainly catch fishes from the
backwaters, so their activity on the beach is little. Here turtle nests have
been reported, but not in large numbers. According to them turtles used to
come here in large numbers. Turtle eggs are dug out here and consumed by
the fishermen.
Thrikkarippur beach (Kawai beach)
Thrikkaripur beach is a continuation of the Padanna beach. The beaches are
more or less wide and are noted by the absence of sea walls. Coconut
plantations border the beaches. Beaches are slightly sloped. The whole area
do not have any fish landing. Most of the canoes were sold due to increase in
fuel expenses. Now there are only 2 -3 canoes there.

Kawai kayal

(backwater) lies parallel to this beach. This coastal barrier strip remains
detached from the main land as it is devoid of any coastal roads. Turtle nests
regularly on seasons, starting from November near the days of full moon and
new moon. The people here neither capture turtles nor do they take the eggs.
Normally no fishermen bother about the arrival of turtles. But jackals and
feral dogs steal the eggs of turtles. It is the only threat towards turtle eggs.
5.2 KANNUR DISTRICT
Ezhimala
This beach’s southern end border, Ettikulam, a small fish landing center
and northern end is very wide and is the restricted area of the Naval
Academy. The beach is devoid of people and is quite calm. Academic offices
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are situated only on the top of a hill. So almost the whole beach area is
minimally disturbed. Even though a major area of this beach, which is with
the Naval Academy, could not be surveyed, it was learnt that turtles are
coming relatively in high numbers. Jackals steal turtle’s eggs, which is the
main problem here. A Lighthouse is situated at the top of the hill. The long
stretch of the beach is north of this which is one of the high potential area
for turtle conservation.
Pudiyangadi – Choottad Beach
Pudiyangadi is the major fish-landing center in the Kannur district. Sea
walls are constructed all along the coast with frontal beaches. During the
fishing, if turtles get entangled in their nets, they will let it off as every one
knows that taking the eggs or killing turtles is against the law. Years before
fishermen used to consume meat and eggs of turtle. Now it has been
stopped. Some fishermen from Tamil Nadu have settled here. They say that
if any one capture turtles and bring to the shore, then the local community
will beat them up. Here the Muslim fishermen community believe that
turtles are incarnations of God, and so there is no capturing of turtles nor
eggs.
Choottad beach is also a small fish landing centre. Muttam river joins the
sea here. This

happens only in monsoon. The river is flows almost parallel

to the beach. Fishermen reported that turtles get caught in the fishermen’s
net once every week but they will release it back to the sea. Turtles come
here to nest, but their numbers have gone down over the years.
Matool beach
The beach is just north of the Azheekal ferry. Here the Valapat tanam River
joins the sea. Both side of the river is completely protected with sea wall.
Matool is a small fish landing. It is just north of the river mouth. Sea walls
have been constructed all along the coast but wide beaches are present. In
some part of this coast sea walls are damaged due to the depleting frontal
beaches. Turtles come here for nesting. If the fishermen see the nests of
turtles then they dig up the nets and collect the eggs. In recent days they
aren’t getting turtles eggs, as the number of turtles coming are being
reduced.
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Vayparambu Beach
Vayparambu beach is located just south of Azheekal harbour. The beach
from here to Azheekal is considerably wide and uninhabited. There is no fish
landing here and all boats land at Azheekal harbour. Many domestic tourist
from nearby places visit this beach. The beach is heavily bordered with
Casurina plantations. Turtle have been regularly seen in this beach, but the
frequency has fallen recently. The people used to eat turtle’s meat 5 years
ago, bu t now they no longer eat it. But they consume the eggs of turtles.
Neerkadavu Beach
It is located in the southern part of the Vayparambu beach. It is a wide
beach occupied by fishermen including their fishing vessels and houses. The
whole beach is protected with sea wall. But turtles nest here, on seasons
nearer to full moon and new moon days. Here the fishermen collect the eggs
for consumption. They don’t use the meat of turtles, and so let the turtle
back to the sea if accidentally caught in the nets.
Ayikkara Beach (Moppila Bay)
It is one of the major fishing harbour in Kannur. Now the harbour is not
functioning as the mud gets accreted in it and so the boats cannot enter into
the harbour. Pulimutt has been placed in the harbour. Sometimes turtles
also get entangled in the fishing nets leading to strangulation. Most of the
times, they are released back to the sea. Turtles come to the adjacent
beaches of this harbour. But now its number has been greatly reduced
because there are no beaches as the adjacent beaches are covered by sea
walls.
Edakkadu – Muzhipilangadu Beach
North of the Edakkadu beach consists of rocky area. But southern region
has a stable beach including Muzhupilangadu beach. The beaches are
bordered with sea walls, but wide frontal beaches are present. Many parts of
the beaches are planted with Accasia and Casurina plants. Some rocks are
seen protruding into the sea. Muzhupilangadu is a tourist destination and a
resort has been built near the beach. Here the beach is not sandy. The
southern portions of this beach have a river mouth of the Dharmadam river.
Turtle nest are reported in these localities. The fishermen have recollected
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having seen turtles swimming towards the shore during the days near full
moon and new moon. Sometime turtles will get entangled in the net also but
they free it. Turtles usually nest on the shore in full moon and new moon
nights. The people of this locality do not take the eggs of turtles but jackals
are a threat to the turtle eggs. Some fishermen have also se en hatchlings
leave for the sea.
Thalai
Thalai is a major fish landing situated in the north of Mahe. It is also a
thickly populated area. The whole beach is occupied by fishermen and by
their fishing vessels. The beach has sea wall but with frontal beaches. After
Muzhupilangadu, this is the place where turtles come to nest. Fishermen of
this area collect the eggs of turtles regularly for consumption. Earlier, they
used to eat the meat of turtles, but now this practice has stopped. Even, if it
is caught in the net, they release it back to the sea. The number of turtles
coming here is gradually decreasing now. According to a fisherman, whose
friend is working on a trawler boat, turtles get caught in the trawler nets and
almost all of them would get strangled and die. Turtle’s arrival is mostly
noticed on the new moon or full moon days.
Mahe (Union Territory of Pondichery)
Puzhithala is one of the beach in Mahe where enough beach area is present.
It is situated just south of the Mahe river mouth. Sea wall starts from this
place to Chombal (a harbour in Kozhikode District). The beach is wide and
bordered with coconut plantations.

Turtles visit these beaches to nest.

They dig out the turtle nest if it is seen and collect the eggs. They don’t use
the meat of turtle. If it gets entangled in their net, they will release it back to
the sea. About 8 years back turtles used to come in large numbers, but now
its number has dwindled.
5.3 KOZHIKODE DISTRICT
Payyoli – Kolavippalam Beach
These beaches are located south of Murad River mouth. Most of these
beaches are devoid of sea wall especially on the southern side of the river
mouth. The beaches are considerably wide. This is one of the rare places
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where fishermen community has come forward to protect the eggs in
makeshift hatcheries .

Here a group of nine friends , started protecting

turtle’s eggs about six years back. They developed a hatchery, where they
collect and kept all the eggs found from nests on the beach. Once the eggs
hatch, they release the hatchlings to the sea. These young people were doing
all these activities without any remuneration or profit. But now the Forest
Department has employed some of them for maintaining the hatchery.
Turtles are regularly coming here. Its arrival starts from September onwards.
The group gives their entire energy to protect the turtles, they have
organised now as a NGO by name ‘Theeram” They also spread the awareness
on the importance of protecting their environment in addition to the
mangrove afforestation and nursery programme The beaches are bordered
with coconut plantations. This effort has triggered a lot of media attention
and has highlighted turtle conservation in the State.

But intense sand

mining in the north of the beach near the inlet of the river has been
threatening the turtle conservation efforts and has also led to sporadic
incidents and clashes between the conservation groups and the sand mining
workers. (See Appendix – Literature Survey : Articles by Roshinikutty Nos 9
and 10 for more details )
Thikkodi – Kodikkal beaches
These beaches are located south of Kolavippalam beach. There is a small fish
landing with a small number of canoes. The main feature of this area is the
rocky headlands. There is a large rock protruding into the sea off Thikkodi.
Beaches are more or less stable and wide with sea walls in many places.
Turtle nesting are less in number here. Here also the fishermen are aware
about turtle conservation and they don’t collect the eggs.
Kappad - Thuvappara Beaches
Kappad is a small fish-landing beach. Rocks protrude into the sea in the
Thuvappara region. In Thuvappara beach area, a tourist resort is located on
the beach. Here tourism is a major activity.

Kappad beach is not very wide,

bordered with Casurina plantations. Turtles come here but not in huge
numbers. They usually come ashore on days nearing the full moon and new
moon. The people don’t use the meat of turtles but if they see the nest of
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turtles, they excavate it and collect the eggs.. Turtles entangling in nets is a
very rare thing. Even if it gets caught, then they let it off to the sea.
Kannan Kadavu Beach (Kattila Peedika)
It is located just south of Kappad beach. The whole area is protected with
sea wall. But severe erosion causes damage to seawall is observed in many
places, but sea walls do exist in most part of the beach. The beach is more or
less wide in many places. Here the sea walls are 9 years old. Before that
turtles used to come here for laying eggs. The people took the eggs of turtles
at that time. Now this activity has been very much reduced, as the turtle’s
coming here is less in number. But on season two or three turtles nest here,
where sea wall is absent. The fishermen belong to Arayas community. South
of this beach, Korapuzha River makes an inlet with the sea.
Puthyappa – Elathur Beaches
Korapuzha makes an inlet with the sea at Elathur. Both side of the river
mouth is protected with sea wall with no frontal beaches. South of this area,
Puthiyappa fishing harbour is located. They have placed pulimutt in the
harbour. Southern part of harbour the beach is considerably wide. Turtles
are coming in these beaches but not in huge numbers because the beach is
crowded with fishermen’s activities. Most of the fishermen do not take the
eggs of turtles, but there seems to be exceptions.
Velliyil – Thoppiyil Beaches
Beaches are very wide without sea walls. It is a major fish landing in
Kozhikode municipality. Most of the beaches are occupied by fishermen with
their fishing vessels, markets etc. Turtles come here for nesting. The
fishermen no longer take the eggs of turtles because they know that it is
prohibited under law. As it is prohibited under law they are not so interested
in searching for the eggs of turtle. Southern part of this beach is a tourist
place, where domestic tourists come. It is very close to the Kozhikode town.
The whole beach is bordered with Casurina plants. South of this place, some
places are protected with sea wall.

A youth club here has evinced keenness

in conservation and turtle protection.
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Kappakkal Beach
This is south of Kozhikode beach. It is a small fishing village coming under
Kozhikode municipality. The beach is considerably wide bordered with
coconut plantations and houses of fishermen. It is moderately populated. In
near future, sea wall is to be laid here. The sanction for this has already
been given. Turtles come here for egg laying. Collecting turtle eggs is a
common practice among fishermen here. Long time back, there were
fishermen who used to wait for the turtles arrival to take its eggs. Now such
activities are not happening. Last year also fishermen got eggs. There was a
newspaper report in 1972 saying that the largest turtle – the Leatherback
had come to this place. At that time the people near by caught it and tied it
with a rope. They released it back the next day itself. It didn’t lay any eggs.
The main community here is Muslims.
Marad Beach
This beach is located just south of Kappakkal beach. Beach is wide bordered
with coconut plantations. Sea wall is absent in Marad beac h. It is also a
small fish-landing beach. Turtles nest here in season. It starts from
November onwards. If the people see the nests, they collect eggs for
consumption.
Chaliyam Beach
This beach has the Beypore river joins the sea in its north and the
Kadalundy river in the south. The entire beach is protected by sea wall
giving frontal beaches. North of this beach have a petrochemical industry
(PEEVES). They have created their own compound walls that displaced some
of the fishermen’s land of this area. The beaches are bordered with coconut
plantations. The whole area is moderately populated. Some parts of the
beach to the south of the PEEVES industry are rocky. Turtles nests on the
beach near the rocks, starting from October onwards. Fishermen dig out the
eggs, whenever they come across a nest.
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5.4 MALAPPURAM DISTRICT
Muthiyam Beach
This beach had a Turtle Conservation Project of Forest Department of
Kerala. Two years ago this beach was used for turtle hatchery. Now the
hatchery has been shifted to Alungal Beach. Turtles used to come here in
large numbers 5-6 years back. Now it has gone down drastically. Fishermen
here also reported that turtles get caught in the drift nets. When the turtle
gets caught in the nets, the fisher folk immediately let it off, as they fear of
being cursed. The beaches from here to Alungal are bordered with coconut
plantations and fishermen’s houses. Just south of this beach, is a tourist
resort and a park close to the beach.
Alungal Beach
It is a one of the fish landing centres in Malappuram district. The turtle
hatchery maintained by the Forest Department of Kerala is situated here.
Two people of the fishermen community have been employed by the
department to guard the beach from Muthiyam to Purapuzha. They walk the
whole beach during the night looking out for turtle nestings, collect the eggs
and bring it the hatchery, where the eggs are incubated under control, by
protecting the hatchery with bamboo mesh. This venture is about 3 years
old. In the year 2000, they had collected about 2500 eggs of which 2300
hatched. In 2001, they had collected 600 eggs in the first 3 months of the
season, of which 250 had hatched. The guards confirmed that there are two
species of turtles, namely Hawksbill and Olive Ridley, nesting in this beach.
The beach is crowded with fishing vessels and people up to Chettipady. The
beach is very wide (about 50m) bordering with coconut plantations. Now in
these beaches, fishermen do not consume the eggs because the Forest
Authorities are taking awareness classes about turtle conservation once in
every year, and they have published several notices indicating that taking
away the eggs is a criminal offence. Even though all these exist, some are
taking the eggs by violating the rules. Some fishermen inform the authorities
whenever they come across turtles.
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Thevar Beach (Unniyal)
This beach is located south of Tirur. Turtles are coming for nesting, but the
fishermen say that there is no more than two at a time nowadays.
September, October is the months in which they are usually seen. If the
turtles get entangled in their nets, they will let it off. Here the beach is more
or less wide fenced with coconut trees. Northern and southern region of this
beach has sea walls.
Kuttai Beach
It is a wide beach bordering with coconut trees. Turtles do not come here as
it used to do years back. Fishermen know about the turtle hatchery in
Kadalundy (Alungal). One of the fishermen opined that a rule has to be
passed here also, prohibiting the taking of eggs. Turtles are coming here in
lesser numbers and arrival starts from October . Some fishermen collect
eggs if they notice the nest. The fishermen said that the population of turtles
is decreasing because most of the turtles get entangled in the nets of boat
and gets killed.
Pandai Beach
It is a beach on the south of Kuttai beach. The beach is wide here, devoid of
sea wall. September is the starting month for the turtle season to begin. If
they see the nest they collect the eggs for consumption. According to a
fisherman, the turtles get entangled in the disc nets used by boats,
sometimes they kill these turtle or sometimes they release it. The fishermen
reported that carcasses of turtle are seen in these beaches.
Nayarthodu
It is also a very wide beach just south of Pandai. It is a main fish-landing
place. The beaches are bordered with coconut trees and the huts of
fishermen. Here also turtles nest and the fishermen take the eggs, if they see
the nest of turtle. From here to Kuttai azhimugam the place where
Bharathapuzha river makes an inlet with sea, the beach is covered entirely
by sea wall.
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Kuttai Azhimugam
This is the place where Bharathapuzha joins the Arabian Sea. To the south
of this is the major fishing harbour of Ponnani. The river mouth is very wide.
In Kuttai there is no beach. Sea has reached up to the sea wall. But this will
get down in the summer season. Turtles have been seen north of this beach.
Some people take the eggs if they see the nest. There are also people who
watch out for the nests to collect the eggs.
Veliyamcode
This beach is situated south of the inlets of one of the tributaries of
Barathapuzha River. The whole beach is protected by sea wall, with some
frontal beach left. There is an aquaculture farm near the beach run by the
Matsyafed ( A government agency). October to December is the season, when
the turtles come to lay eggs. People usually take the eggs if they see the
nests.
Perumbadappu Beach
It is a beach which lies just south of Veliyamcode. Here the coast is
considerabl y wide than Veliyamcode. The sea wall is 20 – 25 m away from
the beach. 10-15 years before, people used to capture turtles for
cosnumption. Now this activity has fully stopped. The fishermen said that
turtles are regularly coming here, in relatively good numbers. Most of the
eggs are being taken by the community.
5.5 THRISSUR DISTRICT
Periyambalam Beach- Andanthodu beach
These two beaches lies south of Perumbadapu beach. The beaches are wide
and do not have any type of disturbances. There is no sea wal l and
fishermen houses are away from the beach. Turtles nest in both these
beaches. If people find any nest they dig it and collect the eggs. They do not
catch turtles, and even if it is gets entangled in nets, they release it back to
the sea.
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Pappally Beach
This lies south of Andanthodu. It is also a wide beach.
fishermen were seen on the beach.

A few houses of

Turtles nests are also reported here.

Collection of eggs for consumption happens here also.
Maanalamkunnu Beach
This beach is similar to the Pappally beach, wide and calm . Coconut trees
are also seen along the border of the beach. A fisherman quoted that, “here
the turtles are coming regularly. We usually take eggs. If it gets entangled in
the nets, we let it off. The season starts from November onwards. One egg
will cost about Rs 4-5/- here. We sell these eggs to tea shops.” According to
the fisherman, large kolama (Leatherback) and small turtles are nesting in
this beaches. The nesting of leatherback could not be confirmed. The sea
shore is devoid of any type of constructions.
Edakkayur Beach
This is a small fishing area with a few houses on the beach. Turtles come
during the season in relatively good numbers. Anyone, who first sees the
nest, takes the eggs. This is a common and regular activity here. They sell
the eggs at Rs 3 /- each to the teashops. Fishermen do not consume the
meat of turtles. The beach is broad and almost calm. Kottapuram and
Thiruvatra are adjacent beaches, where the features are very similar. The
beaches are bordered with Casurina plants. These beaches do not have any
seawalls.
Vadanapally Beach
This is a small fishing area coming under Vadanapally Panchayat. There is a
market near the beach. North of this beach is completely covered with sea
wall. Southern parts have moderately wide beaches. Turtles have been
regularly seen on this beach especially after October. If the fishermen see the
nests they dig out the eggs. Eggs go to the markets, but the sale is done
discreetly. Eggs are sold only to fishermen of that place. Eight years before, a
lot of turtles used to come here, according to a fisherman.
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Thalikulam Beach
Thalikulam is a small fishing area with a market adjacent to the beach. The
whole beach is devoid of sea wall. The beach is more or less wide and is
sparsely populated. The beaches are bordered with coconut plantations.
Turtles nest here in good numbers. Collection of eggs is common and
sometimes carcasses of turtles are seen here. The youth go in search of eggs
at night with the help of petromax lamps.
Nattika Beach
This beach lies to the south of Thalikulam and is broad and calm. Just north
of this place is a tourist resort on the beach. Another resort is also being
built on this beach, violating the CRZ norms. These beaches, including
Thalikulam beach, is poised to become a major tourist destination. Turtles
come here in good numbers. The local people dig out the eggs if they see the
nest. During the survey, here the researcher found a carcass of hawksbill
turtle. The fishermen said that carcasses of turtle and dolphins are usual
sight here . Two carcasses of dolphins was also seen nearer to the beach.
Kothalam Beach- Kazhimbram Beach
Kothalam beach is quite wide and devoid of sea wall. The whole area does
not have the disturbances of any human activity. Kazhimbram beach is just
south of this beach, which is also devoid of sea wall. Coconut plantations are
also seen very near to the beaches. Turtle nest here from September
onwards. Whenever people see the nest, they dig it out and collect the eggs.
Kaipamangalam Beach
It is more or less a wide beach with sea walls. In Kaipamangalam beach, an
aquaculture farm is situated, which is run by the Matsyafed. Here turtles
have been sighted, in good numbers. People take the eggs if they see the
nest. They don’t eat the meat of marine turtles, but they eat the meat of
tortoise and fresh water turtles. South of this beach is fish landing,
Munupeedika. From there to southward there is no beach up to Azheekode
and is fully covered with sea wall.
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Azhikode Beach
Here Munambam Kayal (backwater) makes an inlet with the sea. Azhikode
harbour is situated north of the beach on the banks of river. Northern part
of the river mouth is very wide. Sea wall is about 300m away from the sea.
Beach is more or less calm and quiet. In this beach there is no major fishing
activities. The boats are working at the harbour. Casurina and coconut trees
border this beach. September onwards turtles come ashore to nest.

The

number of turtles that nest has reduced along the years. Turtle’s eggs are
sold in the markets. It costs about Rs 2 – 2.50. Everybody is aware of the
law, which bans the taking of eggs. Even then they collect the eggs.
Sometimes fishermen have seen carcasses of turtles. They have also seen
turtles offshore. Sometimes the turtles get entangled in the nets. Normally
the fishermen release it back to the sea, but sometimes it gets strangled to
death. A youth club near the beach showed interest in turtle conservation
and. They knew its importance from a newspaper clipping, which referred
the activities of turtle conservation in Kolavippalam. The members of this
club have been talking to the fishermen about the need for turtle
conservation, and dissuading them from collecting eggs.
5.6 ERANAKULAM DISTRICT
Munambam Beach
Azheekal harbour, a major fishing harbour is located on this beach. The
whole area has sea walls with little frontal beaches. The beach is narrow,
bordering with fishermen’s houses. 10 – 15 years ago, a lot of turtles used to
come here. At that time this area was less populated. They used to steal the
eggs from the turtle even as it was laying them. They usually find the nest by
tracing the crawl marks of turtles. They also reported having seen Kolama
(Leatherback). Earlier they used to eat the meat of turtles. Just south of this
beach, a fishermen who was interviewed said “now the turtles are very rare.
Anyway if they come to lay egg, we will catch the turtle and kill it for eating.
Many people here are using the meat of turtles.
Cherai Beach
It is a moderately wide beach with sea wall. Now it has been developed into a
tourist spot, with tourist resorts. Now this area has a floating resort on the
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backwaters, which is just 150 m away from the beach. Foreign tourists visit
this place. Kuzhipally beach is on the south of this area. The beach is
moderately wide, without any fish landings. Sea wall is present, bordering
with coconut trees and Casurina plants.
There is a reading room near by the beach. Some youngsters of this reading
room were very enthusiastic to discuss on turtles. They protect the nests by
erasing the crawl signs, which makes it difficult for people to find the nests.
This group is very much interested in turtle conservation. Turtles usually
come to lay eggs, but according to them the number has decreased. Some
people could exactly predict the arrival of turtles and if they see someone
taking the eggs, they ask them to leave it back.

They have seen the

hatchling of turtles going towards the sea. According to them, 25 years ago,
Kolama (Leatherback) had come here for laying egg. Fishermen who come to
fish here from Kolachal (Tamilnadu) kill the turtles if it gets entangled in the
nets. They do this because they think that it will reenter if is let off.
Malippuram Beach
From here to Vypin, the beach is very wide. Beach is bordered with Casurina
plantations. Lots of ipomea species has been planted in the whole shore.
Turtles nest on this beach mainly after October. But the fishermen usually
do not notice turtle activity. They do not catch the turtles, because they
believe it is an incarnation of Lord Vishnu (Kurma avathar). But they collect
and eat the eggs if they see the nest of it. There is a lighthouse at Puthuvipe.
Fishermen have seen the hatchlings regularly in the beach. After this place,
up to Vypin there are no fish landings. The beaches are uninhabited.
Accretion happens regularly. Here the people face a major drinking water
crisis.
5.7 ALAPPUZHA DISTRICT
Thaikkal Beach
This is a major fish-landing centre in Alappuzha dist rict. The beach is very
wide, without sea wall up to Ottamassery . Northern part of this beach has a
sea wall. The beaches are crowded with fishing vessels, markets etc. A
fisherman who was interviewed remarked that turtles are going to be an
endangered species. He said that they have not been seeing the turtles for
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more than 3 years now. Before that turtles used to come to this beach for
laying eggs. Here the people dig out eggs if they see the nest. Earlier, they
used to eat the turtle’s meat. The fisherman quipped that this was why the
number of turtles decreased. Here Christians are the main community. Now
the people are afraid of collecting the eggs of turtles because last year in
Alappuzha district the police caught two persons who were caught killing a
turtle, which had come to nest.
Alleppey Beach
This is a beach with a lot of human activity in terms of tourist visits. The
southern part of the beach has sea wall. A dilapidated sea bridge (kadal
paalam) can be seen protruding into the sea. Turtles nesting have been
reported here. Two years ago a carcass of a leatherback turtle was seen
under the pillar of the sea bridge. The women, who come to buy the fish from
beach, collect the eggs of turtles if they see it, and sell it in the market, but
all this is done discreetly. The people don’t allow the meat of turtle to be sold
in the market. So if the turtles get entangled in the nest, they release it back
to the sea. Last year, a turtle had been brought to the market for selling, but
the commission agent refused to sell it and therefore they released it back to
the sea. Carcasses of the turtles are a regular sight in this beach. A
fisherman remembered that recently , one day very early in the morning
(about 5:00am) he saw a large turtle (it may be a leather back, from his
description of it), but on seeing him, the turtle returned to the sea.
Punnapra Beach
This is a wide beach with sea wall. The beach is sandy with traditional
fish landing centre all along the coast, like Vadakkal, Punnapra South and
North. Turtles are sited here from December onwards. The fishermen believe
that arrival of turtles will bring them fish. In fibre boat, which uses drift
nets, the turtles sometimes get entangled. They then cut the flippers of the
turtle and throw it back to the sea. But earlier, people used to eat the meat.
Here, now they are afraid of law as the police caught two people who killed a
turtle.

But poaching of eggs is being carried out discreetly. Fishermen

remember about 25 years ago, they got a leather back turtle in the net. And
45 years ago, a leather back turtle had come here for laying the eggs. At that
time the fishermen caught it and sold its meat at Rs 1.50 for a piece to about
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hundred people. Now mostly Oliver Ridley’s nest here. The fishermen believe
that the turtles are useful in eating the poisonous plants in the sea. While
they are going for fishing, even if they see the turtle they won’t show it to
others because they believe that seeing turtles is a bad omen. The meat of
turtle has a pungent smell and so the women do not even touch it.
Thottapally Beach
South of this beach, Pallana River makes an inlet with the sea. This beach
has small fish landing. Beach is considerably wide and there are sea walls.
Turtles nest here, but not in large numbers. Fishermen remember seeing
turtles laying their eggs, but of late they do not see much of turtles. No one
take the eggs of turtles because they believe turtles are the incarnation of
Lord Vishnu. If it gets entangled in their nets, the fishermen pray before it
and then release it back to the sea.
Pallana Beach
This beach is now a major fish-landing center, due to its very good seasonal
catch (Chakara). So since the last 4 years, canoes from the south and north
of this beach come here for fishing. Beach is fully crowded with fishermen,
markets, fishing vessels, shops etc. The beaches are bordered with sea wall.
Normally the turtles do not come for egg laying, but years before, turtles
used to come here. The fishermen used to dig out the eggs. Sometimes
carcasses are also seen in the beach shore. Sometimes turtles get tangled in
the nets. If so then they will release it back. Turtles have been sited in the
Pallana river mouth.

Valiyazhikkal
This is a wide beach situated just north of the inlet where the Kayamkulam
kayal backwater (TS Canal) meets the sea. Here the beach is wide, but its
northern part is narrow with sea walls. Turtles come for laying eggs on the
beach nearer to the river mouth. Fishermen usually dig out the eggs of
turtles, but the number of turtles nesting nowadays is decreasing.
Sometimes turtles get entangled in their nets (thirandi vala). Normally they
would release it back to the sea. Sometimes the turtles will die in the net.
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Turtles nest after November, normally on the nights nearer to full moon and
new moon.
Vellanathuruthu
This place is comes under Alappad Panchayat. The whole beach is covered
with sea wall. The beach is thickly populated. Most of the fishermen from
here work at the Neendakara harbour. This place lacks quality drinking
water. Here there is very little beach area between the sea and the seawall.
But after the monsoon, sea will recede and the beach becomes visible.
Turtles come here after September nearer to the nights of full moon and new
moon. Eggs are collected by the people, if they see the nests. The sea wall
came into existence 20 years ago. Before that, turtles used to come here in
good numbers. 3 - 4 years ago, the carcass of a turtle was found in the
beach. A local youth club is ready to do awareness programme in their place,
for turtle protection. According to fishermen, turtles are seen off shore and
they sometimes get entangled in the nets. Normally they release it back into
the sea. One of the fishermen has seen the turtles moving towards the shore
during the days nearer to full moon and new moon. Ponmana beach is
located south of this beach and it comes under the Chavara panchayat.
These coastal strips have extensive black sand deposits and hence are
mining sites of Indian Rare Earths (IRE) and Kerala Metals and Minerals
Limited (KMML). This has led to severe sand erosion.

The TS canal

(Kayamkulam kayal) runs almost parallel to the coast.
Kovilthottam is just south of the Ponmana beach. Here 3 persons died
3 years ago after consuming turtle meat. Here people capture turtle for their
meat.
5.8 KOLLAM DISTRICT
Kollam-Thangassery fishing harbour
South of the Thangassery fishing harbour is the Thoppupally beach also
called Kollam Beach. Moothakkara, Vadi, Jonaka kadappuram are adjacent
beaches in between Kollam and Thangassery beach. The whole beach is
crowded with fishing vessels, markets, fishing villages etc. Fishermen
colonies are also seen along the shore. Turtles do not nest here in peace, as
they are poached for its meat, if noticed. Some times they get entangled in
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the nets of fishermen, which is then brought ashore and ends up in the
market. The fishermen know that they should not catch turtles. The number
of turtles coming has greatly come down after the construction of pulimutt.
Here people do not eat a species of turtle called Oduvetti (hawksbill) because
it’s meat has poison. The agents who buy the dolphins and turtles cut it
into pieces and they are then sold with fishes. The fishermen will get 100 to
150/- for each turtle. In the market it’s price goes to Rs. 300 or 400/-.
Turtles come to this beach up to March. Their numbers have gone down over
the years. Last year, the fishermen caught 3 turtles from these areas.
Eravipuram Beach
This is in the southern part of the Kollam beach. The beach is more or less
wide. Thanni, Kakkathoppu beaches are near by beaches. All the beaches
are wide with most of them having seawalls. Turtles have been sited here as
well. The fishermen take its eggs, if they see the nest. Some people catch
turtles. In these beaches both Olive Ridley and Hawksbill have been sited.
But the number is less now as compared with the early period. Sometimes
the turtles get entangled in shore seine.
Mukkam Bay
This beach lies just south of Eravipuram beach. Sea erosion is a major
problem here. This beach is a much less populated. Turtles regularly come
here during the season. According to a fishermen some of the fishermen eat
the turtle eggs, but many do not.
Pozhikkara
Paravoor Kayal (backwater) make inlet with the sea here. The whole shore is
covered with sea wall. Just south of this area, is Chilakkal, a place that
comes under Kottapuram Panchayat. This is a small fishing village. Turtles
used to come here in large numbers, during the past, but now it has been
greatly reduced. During fishing, sometimes turtles get entangled in the nets.
The fishermen bring it to the shore and sell it to the agents along with the
fishes. They get up to Rs. 50 – 100/- per turtles.. The fishermen of that place
do not eat the eggs of turtles. So the agents take the turtle’s egg. The
fishermen show them the place where turtle laid their eggs. In the last
season also, they have got about 50 turtles in the nets.
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Kappil Beach
The northern part of the beach is covered with sea wall. Here the Kappil
kayal (backwater) makes an inlet with sea. There is a tourist resort on the
banks of this lake. The beaches on the south towards Edava do not have any
sea wall. Turtles usually come here to lay eggs. Here the people don’t use the
meat of turtles. But sometime the turtles get entangled in the net while
fishing. Here some of the fishermen have mobile phones. If turtles get
entangled in the nets, they call the fishermen of Maryanad, who come and
take away, the turtles. Its price ranges from 300 – 1000/- depending on the
size of the turtle. Normally fishermen of this locality do not use the meat of
turtle. But they consume the eggs if they get.
5.9 TRIVANDRUM DISTRICT
Anjengo
This is major fish landing coming under Anjengo Panchayat. The whole
beach is well populated with fishermen dwellings and activity. Towards north
there is another fish landing point known as Mampalli, which is also a
crowded beach. The whole area is devoid of sea wall. Fishing vessels occupy
a major portion of the beach.

Turtles have been reported at sea by the

fishermen. If it gets entangled in the nets, some of them bring it to the shore
and sell it in the market. They sell it for at least Rs 100/- per turtle. Some
fishermen also collect turtles eggs from the beach. Many fishermen buy
turtles eggs for eating, especially if their catch is poor. Some fishermen also
believe that turtle’s eggs are good for curing piles and its blood is good for
Asthma patients. Turtles have been seen to come here for nesting mainly
from January. Christians are the main community here .

The local

community has been demanding that the fishing harbour planned at
Muthalapozhi be extended to their beach as well.
Thazhampally
Thazhampally beach lies just north of Muthalapozhi, where Kadinamkulam
kayal (backwater) joins with sea. The beach is wide here, bordered with
coconut trees and also less crowded. Turtles nest in this beach also, but
here also they are facing severe threats because eggs and meat are
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consumed by the local community. Turtles are also sold in the market, if it
gets caught in the nets. Their market place is mainly Chirayinkil market.
The numbers of turtles have dwindled over the years. Fishermen are mainly
of the Christian community.
Perumathura – Mariayanad
These beaches are situated just south of Muthalapozhi. The beaches are
bordered with sea wall and fishermen houses. It is a thickly populated area.
Mariyanad is a major fish landing point. Here lots of fibre boats are
operating. Turtles come to nest here in good number. But the mortality of
the turtles is very high. Fishermen kill the turtles without any reason. For
example, interview with fishermen revealed that last year they killed 3 turtles
by throwing stones! Consumption of eggs is also a severe threat compared to
other areas. Our researchers found that eggs were being supplied even to a
Convent nearby. Some times carcasses of turtles are also seen here. In
Perumathura, fishermen are mostly Muslims, and they don’t eat the meat of
turtles, but in Mariyanad fishermen are mainly Christians. Here turtles are
caught even in catamarans.
Thumba – Puthenthura
This is a straight coast line with wide beaches without any main fish
landings. Fishermen have catamarans and dugout canoes. Some parts of
this beach are protected area under the Department of Space (VSSC). At the
southern most end the Akkulam – Veli lake is situated. Veli coast is an area
where tourism activity is intense. Akkulam kayal (backwater) is making an
inlet to the sea from here. Beaches here are quite crowed with fishing
population. Turtles come here for nesting. Fishermen collect eggs if they see
the nest. Here also the Christians are the main community.
Valiyathura – Veli
The Puthenthura beach leads to these beaches in a straight coast line. The
whole area except Shangumugam, the beach is crowded with fishermen
vessels and their dwellings. The beach here is not very wide. Turtles come
here very rarely, say one or two, but fishermen catch turtles at the rate of at
least one in a month from the sea. The fishermen community is using the
meat and eggs of turtles. Turtles usually get entangled in the shore seine
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and they are eat them or sell their meat. The fishermen said that when the
turtles come to the shore, they catch them and so the turtles rush back to
the sea when they see human activity.
Bimapalli –Poonthura
The whole area is thickly populated, beaches are crowded with fishing
vessels, bordering with fishermen’s huts. Both the area is covered with sea
wall with frontal beaches. Turtles do not come here in sizeable numbers. The
turtles, even in small counts come from January onwards up to April. But a
large number of turtles are caught from their shore seine or during fishing.
Near the inlet of the Thiruvallam kayal ( backwater ) turtles have been seen
during the season. Fishermen regularly take the eggs if they see the nest. A
fisherman remembers , about 30 – 35 years ago while they were lying in the
beaches they saw a number of turtles coming into nest.
Kovalam – Vizhinjam
This is the area of a major international tourist destination with a chain of
pocket beaches. The area is very much crowded with shops, tourists, and
also to some extend by fishing vessels. Fishermen used to get turtles from
the shore seine. They used to sell in the market. Tourism has made this
beach a wasteland with lots of waste dumped here and there, especially on
the fissures of rocks etc. Kovalam -Panathura is a barrier beach. Panathura
is located north of Kovalam. Here the beach is almost absent. The main job
of the people of Panathura are fishing and making rope from coconut husk.
In Panathura, 20 years before, the sea wall was absent. At that time turtles
used to come in large numbers, but now it is totally absent. The coast from
Kovalam to Vizhinjam mainly consists of rocky areas. Vizhinjam is a fishing
harbour. Lots of turtles are being caught and are sold in the markets of
Kattakkada, 25 km from Vizhinjam. In between Vizhinjam – Muloor area,
laterite cliffs are present. Mulloor has a small pocket beach, there turtles still
come for egg laying. A study conducted by CMFRI has confirmed the arrival
of Olive Ridley turtles in this area. (Krishna Pillai S, 1997)
Poovar – Pulinkudy
Here also the coast is more or less straight and wide, except for some rocky
areas in Pulikundy. Numerous small fish landings are there between Poovar
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and Pulinkudy. Turtle nests were reported

by fishermen here . The

fishermen catch the turtles if they see them irrespective of whether turtles
are at land or sea. Sometimes they collect the eggs also. The turtles are sold
near the market. Sometimes they get Rs 500/- per turtle. A fisherman who
was interviewed said that last year, they got a big turtle and they sold it for
Rs 1000/-. Fishermen have observed that turtles mainly come to nest in
places where there are no catamarans in the beach. Fishermen doing fishing
using hook and line, use that for catching turtles also. As a whole, even
though turtle nesting is very little, they are facing severe threat to their life
and eggs.
Pozhiyoor
This beach is located south of Poovar . Its southern most section borders
with Tamil Nadu. This is also a fishing area. The beach is crowded with
fishing vessels. The area is thickly populated. The whole beach is bordered
with fishermen’s colonies. Christians are the main community. During the
fishing turtles gets entangled in their nets. If the turtle is small, they bring it
to the shore to sell it but if it is a larger one, they will release it back to the
sea. South of Kollengode (in Tamilnadu) a place named Neerodi is a market.
There, every week, 2 or 3 turtles are being sold. Fishermen use turtle’s eggs
and also meat. Even though turtle nesting has been reported here, the
numbers are low.
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6. Local self governments, peoples planning and turtles
The details from 93 Local Self Government (LSG) plan documents were
reviewed to understand the situation as perceived by them and the thinking of the
gramasabha and the grassroots level political understanding of the issue of
conservation of nature and sustainable development. The country is committed to
biodiversity conservation and there is national Wildlife Act endorsed by the state. The
awareness of these policy and legal instruments at the village level could also be
understood by looking at the documents. These documents also talks about
livelihoods and dependence of the people. Most of them have reports from
Gramasabha so that it represents the grassroots position and understanding.
The plan documents of the following local self governments were reviewed
and read in the context of the project.
Thiruvananthapuram District
Kulathoor panchayat , Poovar panchayat ,Karumkulam panchayat , Kaarode
panchayat , Kottukal panchayat,Thiruvallam panchayat,Thiruvananthapuram
corporation,

Aattipra

panchayat,

Kadinamkulam

panchayat

,

Chirayinkil

panchayat, Anjengo panchayat, Varkala corporation

Kollam District
Paravoor corporation, Mayyanad panchayat,Eravipuram panchayat, Kollam
corporation, Neendakara panchayat, Chavara panchayat, Panmana panchayat ,
Alappad panchayat

Alappuzha District
Thuravoor

panchayat,Arattupuzha

panchayat,Thrikkunnapuzha

panchayat,

Purakkad panchayat,Ambalapuzha panhayat, Punnapra panchayat,Alapuzha
corporation, Aryad panchayat,Mararikkulam south panchayat, Cherthala south
panchayat, Pattanakkad panchayat

Ernakulam District
Chellanam

panchayat,njarakkal

panchayat,nayarambalam

panchayat,

elankunnapuzha panchayat,edavanakkad panchayat,vadakkekara panchayat

Thrissur District
Edathuruthi

panchayat,Eriyad

panchayat,Perinjanam

panchayat,Edavilangad

panchayt,Kaypamangal am

panchayat,Mathilakam
panchayat,Valappad
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panchayat,Nattika panchayat,Thalikkulam panchayat,Vadanappally panchayat,
Engandiyur

panchayat,

Kadappuaram

panchayat,

Punnayur

panchayat

,

Punnayurkulam panchayat, Chavakkad corporation

Malappuram District
Perumbadappu panchayat, Veliyankode panchayat,Ponnani corporation,Purathur
panchayat,

Vettom

panchayat,Thanallor

panchayat,Thanoor

panchayat,

Parappangadi panchayat,Vallikkunnu panchayat

Kozhikkode District
Kadalundi

panchayat,Beypore

panchayat,Koyilandi
Thikkody

panchayat,Calicut

panchayat,Chemancheri

panchayat,Payyoli

corporation,Chengottukavu

panchayat,Moodadi

panchayat,Vadakara

panchayat,

corporation,Chorode

panchayat,Azhiyoor panchayat

Kannur District
Dharmadam

panchayat,New

Mahe

panchayat,Thalassery

corporation,

Muzhippilanga panchayat, Edakkad panchayat, Kannur Muncipality,Azheekode
panchayat,Madayi panchayat,Ramanthally panchayat

Kasaragod District
cheruvathur panchayat,Chemmanad panchayat,Padanna panchayat,Kasaragod
muncipality, Neeleswaram panchayat,Kanjhagad panchayat,Ajanoor panchayat,
Pallikere panchayat,Uduma panchayat,Mogral puthoor panchayat, Kumbala
panchayat.

It was Interesting to note that all that the Local self-governments could identify
as the needs for the fisheries sector were extension from the post Indo - Norwegian
intervention in the early 1960s. So the demands are for boat repair facilities in every
Panchayath and Out Board Motor (OBM ) repair facilities in each wards , demands
for lamp posts to guide fishermen in the night, harbour and fish landings, ice plant,
and seawall . The demand for the Kerosene for OBMs if taken seriously will lead to
several fold increase and its implications will be worth looking at. 11 panchayaths
record that the pollution from the OBMs and the oil are causing problems for marine
life. These panchayaths further record the land sources of pollution and put caution
for stopping them in order to increase the marine production. 23 panchayaths have
clearly recorded the drop in the fish catch and productivity of the seas. The
gramasabha also voice this concern.

One panchayath asks for regulation and

licensing of boats and OBMs. Out of the 93 only 6 panchayaths could come up with a
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detailed list of fisheries resources and names of the species. One could come up with
the state level production figures and it is quite worrisome to note that in 1969,
90.4% of the catch came from traditional sector where as in 1989 the contribution
from the traditional sector came down to a mere 5.2%. (

10. anexure 1) the impact

of these changes is not fully understood in the context of resource management. If
we analyse the statements and demands for more technology and Kerosene permits
and subsidies one can clearly understand that the fisheries exploitation by the
fishermen has crossed the threshold and is on the way to a major collapse and has
become unsustainable in economic and ecological costs.

The employment opportunities in the coast prior to Indo-Norwegian
intervention has been totally different. The use of nylon nets started as post
intervention and prior to that jute and cotton were used to make the nets and it was
done by the women and the old people providing local employment. 3 panchayaths
have identified this problem and asks for providing local employment in these sector
but misses to look at the material as the nylon is external to the village.

Three panchayaths also identifies the need for value addition and fish
processing and goes beyond ice plant - fish landing trap. This is an area, which is
totally overlooked in the fisheries development and local employment. Three
panchayaths also observe the need for artificial reefs and interventions for
augmenting the production by assisting nature. Two panchayaths also ask for
diversification to mussels farming etc.
All the panchayaths failed to address the issues related to conflicts and the
coast is becoming more and more prone to the conflicts from various socio political
interfaces. " Kadal kodathy" is the traditional system of conflict resolution and has
been playing a very significant role in managing the resources . The need for
panchayath to be an institution of social engineering and streamlining the
development of the area and ensuring the sustainability of resources is too far in the
horizon.

None of the documents had the turtle and environment conservation need in
a significant way. The national and state concerns are totally overlooked. The local
self-governments are not aware about why the coastal regulation zone (CRZ) is
marked and the logic behind it. So all the plan documents asks government to
exempt their areas from CRZ. Interestingly the sea is seen as a source of unlimited
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resources and while noticing the fall in production the solution has been to harvest
from larger area so that the yield will not fall.

One can overtly make an observation that these plan efforts are not the real
grassroots Plan needed for long term sustainability but apportioning of resources
based on the limited knowledge. The international implications of management of the
local resources are not figuring out in any of the thinking.
Based on these documents one can also conclude that the fishermen are not
at all dependent on the turtle and non fish resources and they do not see any relation
to their protection to help them in managing the natural resources.
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7. The Coast, People, Environment and Conservation
The interface between Sea scape, landscape , humanscape in the coast will decide
the future of our beaches. The pressures perceived in exploitation from the plan
documents, interviews and observations all lead to a disturbing scenario for the
coast. What could be done and what is being done are major concern during our field
work. We happened to see lots of plastic disposable bags dumped in the beach in
Kollam. During conversations we found that the same is dumped out as those are the
morning toilet packets, as they do not have common or individual toilets in their
villages. So the concern for protection of turtle needs to address issues from toilets
to the development paradigm of the region. This is all the more difficult as there is
total disconnect evident in everything being done, so the effort to connect the
development to the species and ecosystem and the very survival of the human
species and our resources.
The unique and hopeful effort by the youth of Kolavippalam beach near
Payyoli in Kozhikode district is the only ray of hope for the turtles in the West Coast.
The same could be scaled up as a model programme for the turtle conservation in
Kerala coast. The programme is cost effective and community based, which ensure
sustainability of the programme.

At the same time challenges and threats from

organised sector like sand mining could cause major damages to the local
community and turtle.

There are more q uestions that emerge from the coast than the answers when
one gets in to the issue of community building. The changes in the mindsets and the
need for mainstreaming the community demands are challenges. In early 1980s the
problems for fisheries were highlighted by the fishermen groups. In 1987
independent fish workers unions arrived at conclusions on the threats to the fisheries
resources from tourism, pollution, infrastructure projects and defense projects along
the coast. There was protest march organized in the full length of the Kerala coast
armed with the slogan 'protect water protect life' but none of the plan documents
reflect or raise the issue. Is environment and conservation a peripheral issue and
development the only central theme and if so how one can ensure the development
of the fragile coastal ecosystems with out taking the interconnected dynamism is
never answered.
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"According to the Dr. Balakrishnan Nair Committee report , the resources
available for culture fishery are given to certain fluctuations that are independent of
the fishery itself. These are temperature , rainfall ,salinity and currents. The ones
dependent on the fisheries are nature , size and type of gear, mesh size, and the
number of implements employed for harvesting. The second set of factors can be
controlled by human intervention. 'However the first group is almost beyond control…
The magnitude in the development of the changes taking place in the craft and gear
used in Kerala waters and that too with in a very short period , naturally resulting in
considerable stress and strain on the other resources exploited and also between
the various sectors involved fishing in Kerala is significantly large to warrant
immediate steps to be taken to the rational exploitation and judicious management of
the resources'" (page 154 - Transition or Transformation)

The warning signals to the coastal management has been kept aside and we
have continued the journey as it was before. The first experiment on community
organisation could exp ose a variety of issues related to the community organisation
in the coast and the role of church and religion in the same. The development model
which got highlighted was that of the OBMs and the entire coast has OBMs and
efforts to sustain the same.

The interviews with traditional fishermen and the travels in the coast reveals
that the turtle meat eating and poaching of eggs are very recent occurrences and
traditional Hindu and Muslim communities have been protecting the turtles in the
beach and offshore. The meat eating could be traced to the presence of the Christian
fishermen movements. The same could be linked to the movement of fishermen who
traveled from Kulachal and moved to north. Being outsiders they do not fall under
the local institutions like the "kadal kodathy" and the claim is that "we are exempted
and have permission from the church" is a matter of concern. The fishermen see the
sea as the one owned by the church and when they pay their contributions and the
The auction amount shares to the church they feel; that every thing is legal. The
schedule 1 species is auctioned every day in Vizhinjam fish landing and the meat is
sold locally. The fishermen earn about 125 rupees by selling one turtle and the loss
to the marine life and the conservation value is immense.
One could also thus see a marked difference in the coast. North of Ernakulam
the turtle enjoys better protection and the incidences of turtle kills come down and
poaching is limited to occasional lifting of nests/eggs.

The same gets better in
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various pockets and turtle is safe. But the situation in the south is very threatening. In
Poovar the fishermen go out and catch the turtles and this stretch from Poovar to
south to Kulachal is literally a graveyard of turtles.
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10. Anexures-1

Fish catch 1969 - 1989

Year
1969

Total
2,94,787

Mechanized

%

Traditional

%

28,117

9.6

2,66,610

90.4

1970

3,92,880

52,571

13.6

3,40,309

86.6

1971

4,45,347

7,291

10.6

3,98,056

89.4

1972

2,95,618

38,648

13.0

2,56,970

87.0

1973

4,48,269

93,659

20.9

3,54,610

79.1

1974

4,20,257

1,01,412

24.1

3,18,815

75.9

1975

4,20,836

1,80,111

42.8

2,40,725

57.2

1976

3,31,047

58,717

17.7

2,72,330

82.3

1977

3,45,037

1,07,424

31.1

2,37,613

68.9

1978

3,73,339

1,17,532

31.5

2,55,768

68.5

1979

3,30,509

94,779

28.7

2,35,730

71.3

1980

2,79,543

1,35,305

48.7

1,44,238

41.6

1981

2,74,395

96,321

35.1

1,78,074

64.9

1982

3,25,367

1,48,240

45.6

1,77,127

54.4

1983

3,85,275

1,70,869

44.3

2,14,406

55.7

1984

4,24,717

1,42,551

33.6

2,82,167

76.4

1985

3,32,503

1,14,273

34.4

2,18,230

65.6

1986

3,35,856

1,17,565

35.0

2,18,291

65.0

1987

2,83,154

95,843

33.8

1,87,311

66.2

1988

4,68,808

4,36,463

93.1

32,345

6.9

1989

6,47,526

6,13,960

94.8

33,566

5.2
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10. Anexures - 2
ARTISANAL SECTOR : GEARS TYPE

1. Shore seine
2. Gill nets
(a). Large
(b). Medium
(c). Small
(d). Very small
3. Trammel net.
4. Boat seine
(a). Thattumadi
(b). Vattavala
(c). Double net
5. Ring seine
(a). Used in plank canoes / plywood canoes
(A)Ring vala (sardine/mackerel net)

(B)Choonda vala (anchovy net)

Large/Medium
(b). Used on dugouts / plywoods
(A)Rani vala (sardine/mackerel net)

(B)Manduvala

(anchovy net)

6. Mini Trawl
7. Hook & line
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10. Anexures - 3
MAIN FISH LANDINGS IN KERALA COAST

Kasaragod District
1. Manjeswaram
2. Koipady (kumbala)
3. Nellikunnu - Kasaba (Kasaragod)
4. Kottikulam
5. Bella – Hosdurg
6. Thaikadapuram
Kannur District
1. Pudiyangadi
2. Azheekal
3. Mopila Bay
4. Chalil Gopal Petha
5. Thalai

1. Mahe (Pondichery)

Kozhikkode District
1. Chombal
2. Valiyamangad – Cheriyamangad
3. Puthyapa
4. Velliyil – Thoppiyil
5. Beypore

Malappuram District
1. Alungal (Chettipady)
2. Elaram (Tanur)
3. Ponnani
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Trissur district
1. Blangad (Chavakad)
2. Vadanapally
3. Munnupeedika
4. Azheekode

Ernakulam District
1. Munambam
2. Vypin
3. Fort Kochi

Alleppy District
1. Pallithode (chappakadavu)
2. Thaikkal
3. Thupoly
4. Alleppy
5. Thottappally
6. Pallana
7. Azheekal
Kollam District
1.Neendakara
2. Thankasseri
Trivandrum District
1. Edava
2. Anjego
3. Chirayinkil
4. Perumathura (Mariyanad)
5. Valiathura
6. Poonthura
7. Vizhinjam
8. Poovar
9. pozhiyur
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10. Anexures - 4

List of Range Offices which have coastal area under their jurisdiction
Name of Division

Name of Range Office

Thiruvananthapuram

Paruthipally
Palode

Ranni

Ranni

Punalur

Anchal
Pathanapuram

Konni

Konni

Malayattoor

Kodanadu

Vazhachal

Athirappally

Chalakkudy

Palappilly
Vellikkulangara

Thrissur

Vadakkanchery
Pattikkad

Nilambur North

Edavanna

Nilambur South

Kalikavu

Kozhikkode

Peruvannamoozhi

Kannur

Kannavam
Kottiyoor
Thaliparamba
Kanjangad
Kasargod
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10. Anexures - 5
LIST OF PANCHAYATS/MUNCIPALITIES/CORPORATIONS (with sea frontage)

Thiruvananthapuram

Kollam

1

Edava

1

Alappadu

2

Varkala Muncipality

2

Karunagapally

3

Vettur

3

Panmana

4

Anchuthengu

4

Chavara

5

Chirayinkeezhu

5

Neendakara

6

Kadinamkulam

6

Sakthikulangara

7

Attipra

7

Kollam Muncipality

8

Thiruvananthapuram Corporation

8

Eravipuram

9

Thiruvallam

9

Mayyanadu

10

Venganoor

10

Paravoor Muncipality

11

Vizhinjam

11

Poothakulam

12

Kottukal

12

Mynagapally

13

Kanjiramkulam

14

Karumkulam

15

Poovar

16

Kulathur

17

karode

Alappuzha

Ernakulam

1

Pattanakkadu

1

Vadakkekara

2

Kadakkarapally

2

Kuzhupally

3

Cherthala Muncipality

3

pallipuram

4

Cherthala South

Edavanakadu

5

Mararikkulam North

Nayarambalam

6

Mararikkulam South

Njarakkal

7

Ariyadu

Elangunnappuzha

8

Alappuzha Muncipality

Kochi Corporation

9

Punapra

Chellanam

10

Ambalappuzha

Thripunithura Muncipality

11

Purakkadu

12

Thrikkunnapuzha

13

Arattupuzha

14

Thuravoor
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Thrissur

Malappuram

1

Punnayurkulam

1

Vallikunnu

2

Punnayur

2

Parappanangadi

3

Chavakkadu Muncipality

3

Tanur

4

Orumanayur

4

Thanalur

5

Engandiyur

5

Vettom

6

Vadanapally

6

Puvathur

7

Thalikkulam

7

Ponnani Muncipality

8

Nattika

8

Ezhuvathurthi

9

Valappad

9

Veliyamkode

10

Kaipamangalam

10

Perumpadappu

11

Perinjanam

12

Mathilakom

13

Sreenarayanapuram

14

Edavilangu

15

Eriyad

16

Edathiruthy

Kozhikkode

Kannur

1

Azhur

1

Karivellur-Peralam

2

Onchiyam

2

Ramanthali

3

Chorode

3

Madai

4

Vadakara Muncipality

4

Mattul

5

Payyoli

5

Azhikkode

6

Thikkodi

6

Chirakkal

7

Moodadi

7

Pallikkunnu

8

Quilandy Muncipality

8

Kannur Muncipality

9

Chengottukaru

9

Edakkad

10

Chemanchery

10

Muzhuppilangadu

11

Elathur

11

Thalasseri Muncipality

12

Kozhikkode Corporation

12

Kodiyeri

13

Beypore

13

New Mahe

14

Feroke

14

Dharmadam

15

Kadalundi
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Kasaragod
1

Manjeswar

2

Meenja

3

Mangalpady

4

Kumbala

5

Morgal-Puthur

6

Uduma

7

Pallikkara

8

Ajanoor

9

Kanjangadu Muncipality

10

Nileswar

11

Kasaragod Muncipality

12

Valiya Paramba

13

Padane

14

Chemnad

15

Cheruvathur
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10. Anexures - 6
List of Coastal Panchayats/Muncipalities (with tidal effect)

Thiruvanathapuram District

7. Perumbalam

1. Vakoom

8. Panavally

2. Azhoor

9. Thaikkathessery

3. Kadakkavur

10.Chinnam-Pallipuram

4. Kizhuvellam

11.Karthikapally

Kollam District

12.Kayamkulam Muncipality

1. Mandrothuruth

Ernakulam District

2. Perinad

1. Mulavakad

3. Perayam

2. Chennamangalam

4. East Kallada

3. Chittathukara

5. Kundara

4. Kadamakudy

6. Therikkadavoor

5. Cheranathur

7. Thrikkareeva

6. Kumbalangi

8. Thekkumbhagam

7. Maradu

9. Clappana

8. Kumbalam

10.Kallada West

9. Udayamperur

11.Thodiyoor

10.Paravoor Muncipality

12.Devikulangara
13.Ochira

Thrissur District

14.Kulasekharapuram

1.Kadappuram

15.Thevalakkara

2. Manalur

16.Kottamkara

3. Anthikkad

Alappuzha District

4. Tanniyam

1. Ezhupunna

5. Kattur

2. Kadamthuruthi

6. Padiyur

3. Kuthiathode

7. Vellangallur

4. Aroor

8. Methali

5. Vayalar

9. Kodungallur Muncipality

6. Arookutty
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Malappuram District

6. Kalliassery

1. Mooniyur

7. Pappinissery

2. Thenhippalam

8. Narath

3. Edappal

9. Andur

4. Matanchery

10.Pattuvam

5. Tanur Muncipality

11.Pariyaram

Kozhikkode District

12.Valapatanam

1. Enamala

13.Puzhathi

2. Maniyur

14.Chelora

3. Thurayur

15.Chembilode

4. Kunnamangalam

16.Kadambur

5. Peruvayal

17.Pinarayi

6. Cheruvannur-Nallalam

18.Eranholi

7. Olavanna

19.Payyanur Muncipality

Kannur District
1. Kunhimangalam
2. Ezhome

Kasaragod Muncipality

3. Cheruthazham

1. Thrikkarippur

4. Cherukunnu
5. Kannapuram

Kottayam District
1. Chempu
2. Maravanthuruthi
3. Udayanapuram
4. Tirumani-Venkitapuram
5. Thalayagham
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10. Anexures - 7
JURISDICTION OF FISHERIES OFFICERS
District

No.

Address

Villages Under
Jurisdiction

Thiruvananthapuram

1

2

3

Fisheries

Officer

Kollancode

Poovar

Paruthiyoor

Near St.Antony’s

Poovar

Community Hall

Karinkulam

Poovar .P.O

Kochuthura

Fisheries Officer Pallam

Puthiyathura

Near Pallam Church

Pallam, Pulluvila

Pallam Jn.

Chowarw

Pulluvila. P.O

Adimalathura

Fisheries Officer

Vizhinjam South

Vizhinjam

Vizhinjam North

Vizhinjam Ice Plant

Kovalam,Panathura

South

Vizhinjam .P.O
4

Fisheries Officer

Poonthura

Valiathura

Bheemapally

Cheriathura Jn

Cheriathura

Valiathura.P.O

Kochuthope
Valiathope
Sankhumukham

5

Fisheries Offi cer

Vettukad

Vettukad

Kochuveli

Near Vettukad Church

Valiaveli

Community Hall

Pallithura

Vettukad P.O.

6

Fisheries Officer

Vettuthura

Puthanthope

Puthenthope

M.U.C.S.

Vettyathura

Puthenthope P.O

Mariyanad
Puthukurichi
Perumathura
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7

Fisheries Officer

Thazhampally

Kaikkara

Poothura

Mastyabhavan

Anjengo

Near

St.Joseph

High

School

Mampally
Kaikkara

Anjengo.P.O
Arivalam

8

Kollam

9

Fisheries Officer

Vettoor

Chilakkoor

Chilakkoor

Maithanam

Odayam

Varkala

Edava

Fisheries Officer

North Paravur

Mayyanad

South Paravur

Near Electricity Office

Iravipuram South

Mayyanad P.O

Iravipuram North
Mayyanad

10

Fisheries Officer

Pallithottam

Thankasseri

Port Kollam

Thankasseri P.O

Mudaakal
Vadi, Thankasseri
Kannimel

11

Fisheries Officer

Sakthikulangara

Neendakara

Puthanthura

Mastyabhavan

Neendakara

Neendakara P.O

Karithura
Kovilthottam
Ponmana

12

13

Fisheries Officer

Vellanathuruth

Cheriyazheekal

Pandarathuruth

Mastyabhavan

Cheriyazheekal

Cheriyazheekal P.O

Alappad

Fisheries Officer

Kuzhithura

Kuzhithura

Parayakadavu

Zrayikkode

Zrayikadavu

Azheekal P.O

Azheekal

Karunagappally
14

Fisheries Officer

Marathur –Kulangara

Kulasekharapuram

Kulasekharapuram
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15

Mini Civil Station

Karunagapally

Karunagapally

Inland

Fisheries Officer

Inland

Padappakkara

KNPY in Kollam Dist,&

Panchayat

Shopping

Complex

taluk -

Places

inland

Places

except

in

TVM

Dist.

Kundara P.O

Kottayam

16

Fisheries Officer

Inland

Kumarakam

Kottayam,Changanassery

Puthan

Parambil

places

of

,Kanjirappaly

Building,Pallichanda

taluk

in

Kottyam

Kumarakam P.O

Patanamtitta

dist&

Dist.
17

Fisheries Officer
Vaikkom

The whole placeses of
Mastya

Bhavan, Vaikkom.P.O

Vaikkom

,Meenampil

Revenew taluk & Idukki
dist.

Ernakulam Region

18

19

Fisheries Officer

Valiyazheekal,Thar ayilka

Kallikkad,

davu,Kallikkad,

Pathiyankara,

Arattupuzha,

Trikkunnapuzha P.O

Pathiyankara

Fissheries Officer

Thrikkunnapuzha,

Thottapally

Pallana, Thottapally,

MAstyabhavan

Poonthala, Purakkad.

Fish Landing Centre
Thottapally

20

Fisheries

Officer

Ambalapuzha,

Ambalapuzha

Neerkunnam,

Punnapra

Ambalapuzha P.O

South, Punnapra North,
Inlands of Kuttanad.

21

Fisheries Officer

Vadakkal

South,

Thumpoly

Vadakkal North, Kanjiram

Kanjiram Chira

Chira , Thumpoly South,

Alappuzha

Thumpoly

North,

Chettikkad,
22

Fisheries Officer

Thykkal, Ottamassery,

Thaikkal

Azheekal,

Pallythode

South ,
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23

Andhakaranazhi P.O

South ,

Chertala.

Pallithode North.

Fisheries Officer

Kattoor, Pollathy, Chethi,

Chennaveli

Chennaveli,

Chethi P.O

Arthungal,

Chertala
24

Fisheries

Officer

The

whole

places

of

Kayamkulam (inland)

Mavelikkara,

Near MSM Colleg e

Chengannur,

Kayakulam P.O

taluk, Inland places of

Revenew

Arattupuzha,
thrikkunnapuzha revenew
Villages.
25

Fisheries Officer

Inland places of Chertala

Muhamma (inland)

Revenew

Thannermukkam

P.O,

Chertala.

taluk

&

Villasges

like

Komalapuram,
Pathirappalli,

Kavalur,

and Mannamchery.

Ernakulam

26

27

Fisheries Officer

Chellanam, Maruvakkad,

Kannamaly

Kannamaly,

Kandakadavu P.O

Kandakadavu,

Ernakulam.

Cheriyakadavu.

Fisheries

Officer

Fort

Kochi
Mulam,

Manassery, Fort Kochi,
Soudi,

Kuzhi

Beach

Road,Kochi-2

Palluruthy,

Rameswaram,
Mattanchery,
Kumbalangy

28

29

Fisheries Officer Cherai

Munambam,

Pallipuram,

P.O

Cherai,

Ayyambilli,

Enakulam.

Kuzhipily, Pazhangad.

Fisheries Officer

Edavanakad,

Njarakkal

Nayarambalam,

Mastyabhavan

Njarakkal,

Near Govt.Hospital

Elankkunapuzha,

Njarakkal.P.O

Malippuram,

Azheekkal,

Ocham Turuth.
30

Fisheries Officer
North Parur(inland)

Whole

places

of

Kothamangalam,
Kunnathunad,

Parur
79

Thattolil Building,

Kunnathunad,

Thattolil Road

Taluk

Parur

North Parur P.O
31

Fisheries Officer

The

Villages

like

UdayamPeroor(inland)

Nadama,

Thekkum

Mangai

bhagam,

Thiruvakulam,

Udayamperoor P.O

Koorikkad,

Tripunithura

Mulamthuruthi,

Kanayannur,

Manakunnam,

Amballur,

Kulayatti,

Keechery,

Edakkattuvayal, Kaipattur
in

Kanayannur taluk &

whole

places

of

Muvattupuzha taluk.

32

Fisheries Officer

The

Ernakulam(inland)

villages

Fishermen

Kadamakkuzhi,

Training

whole

places

of
like

centre, Thevara,

Mulavukad,

Cheranellur,

Ernakulam.

Trikkakara,

Edappally

North, Edappally South,
Ernakulam,

Pnithura,

Elamkulam,

Marad,

Kumbalam , Vazhakkala,
Kakkanad in Kanayannur
taluk.

Thrissur

33

Fisheries Officer

Azheekode,

Eryad,

Azheekode,

Edavilangad,

Mastyabhavan

Vemballoor, Kulimuttam.

West

Azheekode jetty P.O
Kodungalloor.

34

35

Fisheries Officer

Perinjanam,

Kaipamangalam,

Kaipamangalam,

Perinjanam west P.O

Chendrapinni,

Trissur

Valappad(Chapallipuram)

Fisheries

Officer

Nattika, Valappad P.O.

Nattika, Talikkulam,
Vadanapally, Engadiyur.

Trissur.
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36

37

Fisheries Officer

Blangad,

Manathala,

Chavakkad Manathala,

Kadapuram,

Thiruvatra, P.O

Edakkazhiyur,

Trissur.

Mandalamkunnu.

Fisheries Officer

inlands

Trissur (inland)

Kodungallur

Trissur.

taluks, whole places of

of

Trissur

Chavakad

,

revenew

,

Thalapally,

Mukundapuram, revenew
taluks, & whole revenew
villages of Palakad Dist.

Kozhikode Region

38

Fisheries Officer

Palapetty,

Veliyamkode,

Ponnani(mukkadi)

Puthuponnani,

Chana Road,

kadavu,

Ponnani Nagaram P.O

Marakkadavu,

Thekke
Mukkadi,

Meentheruv, & inlands of
ponnani taluk.
39

Fisheries Officer

Purathur,

Pallyvalap,

Tirur, Paravanna P.O

Kuttay,

Paravanna,

Malappuram.

Thevar

kadapuram,

&

inlands of tirur taluk &
Perinthalmanna taluk.
40

Fisheries Officer

Puthiya

kadapuram,

Tanur,

Cheran

kadapuram,

Panchayat

Shopping Complex,

Edakadapuram,

Tanur P.O

kadapuram,

Ossan

Pandarakadapuram,
Elarankadapuram,
Korman kadapuram and
in Tirur taluk north of
Anjudi
road,&
Kurapuzha,

,Malapuram
south

of

And

inland

places of Tirur taluk

41

Fisheries Officer

Parappangadi,

Parappanagadi

kadapuram,

Chettypady P.O

beach, Kadalundi beach,
southern

Arayan
Ariyalloor

places

of
81

Malappuram.

southern

places

Kozhikkode
places

&

of

of

northen

Kurapuzha

,inlands of
Eranad taluk

Kozhikode

42

Fisheries Officer
Beypore,

43

Chaliyam,
Fishing

Beypore,

Marad,

Kappakal,

Harbour, Beypore.

Thykkadapuram.

Fisheries Officer West

Puthyakadavu,

Hill, Fisheries Station,

Thoppayil,

West Hill.

Puthiyangadi, Pallikandy,

Kozhikode-5

Pthiyappa

Vellayil,

West

Hill,

south,

Puthiyappa North.
44

Fisheries Officer

Elathur,

Koilandy,

Edakkulam,

Anthetta,

Kannankadavu,

Near Govt .L.P.S.

Ezhukudikkal,

Myloor P.O.

Valiyamangad,

Koilandy

Cheriyamangad,
Virunnukandi, Koilandy.

45

Fisheries Officer

Kollam,

Vanmukham,

Thikkodi

Kadalur, Thikkodi, Meladi,

Thikkodi P.O

Iringal,

Kozhokode.
46

Fisheries Officer

Vadakara

south,

Vadakara,

Vadakara north, Kuriyadi,

Vadakara beach P.O

Muttungal,

Madapally,

Vadakara -3.

Madakkara,

Chompala,

Azhiyoor.
47

Fisheries Officer

inlands of Kozhikode Dist

Kozhikode(inland)

& whole places of Wynad

Regional

Dist.

Executive

Office, West Hill.
Kozhikode -5 .

Kannur

48

Fisheries

Officer

Talassery,

49

Fisheries

Kurichayil,

Chalil-

gopalpetta, Palissery.

Officer

Thayyil,

Kannur

Kannur,Fisheries

Azheekode

Complex, Kannur -17

Mattool.

City,

kadapuram,
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50

Fisheries Officer

Puthiyangady

Puthiyangady,

kadapuram,

Madai P.O

kadapuram, Kawai.

Palakkode

Kannur.
51

Fisheries

Officer

inlands of Kannur Dist.

Kannur (inland)
Fisheries Complex,
Kannur -17.
52

53

54

Fisheries Officer

Trikkaryoor

kadapuram,

Kanjangad,Peelikode,

Valiyaparampu, Padanna

P.O.Maniyatt,

kadapuram,

Kasaragod.

Thykadapuram.

Fisheries Officer

Poonjavi

kadapuram,

Ajanoor,

Hosdurg

kadapuram,

Kolavayal P.O

Ajanoor,

Pallikkara,

Kasaragod.

Kottikulam.

Fisheries Officer

Kizhoor,

Kasaragod,

Kavugoli, Koipady, Shiria,

Kasaba,

Manjeswaram,

Adakkathabayil beach,

inlands of Kasaragod Dist

Kadangod,

Kasaba,

And

Kasaragod P.o
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